
Making a KVM type switch

I have a two port KVM switch, which was fine for switching between two computers for the keyboard and screen, but the
mouse only worked on one computer so I needed to use a second mouse - livable. This was when I used a 17" Sony moni-
tor, which used a VGA and DVI connector. The KVM switch only used VGA (not as good as DVI) so I used an adapter.
When I got my big 28" Hanns-G monitor, also with VGA and DVI inputs (actually, it doesn't have DVI, it uses HDMI with
a cable for DVI) and tried the KVM switch, it only wanted to read input from one of the sources, unless the other computer
was off - not acceptable.

Asking some people in Novatech (PC hardware store and maker) they agreed with me from their own experiences, that
KVM switches are touch and go and normally don't work as promised. They are also very expensive, especially the 4 port
DVI ones - you are talking over £120, and they probably don't work properly either - no guarantees.

I therefore bought a cable from Hong Kong via e-bay which takes both the keyboard and mouse (both PS2 connections) and
converts both into one USB connector.

I tested the theory out that you can plug the monitor cable into your computer, remove it, replace, and the screen comes
back on - did the same test with the USB cable too for the keyboard and mouse. All ok, so project moved on!

Thought while I was as it, I would make two holes for extra USB cables; one for each of the main computers - primarily for
connecting my camera or transfer files.

First job, cut holes in a piece of 3mm perspex (thick and rigid), then cut holes to take the USB and DVI cables; and then use
lots of hot glue to keep them in place. I thought I would need to reinforce the cables with wood and screws, however, the
hot glue doesn't want to give, so works fine as is.



Hot glued some pieces of MDF to the perspex, then screwed it to the desk.

Covered the sides and top with the same adhesive flooring tiles I used for the desk. Just used some tape to hold the top
down so it is easy to remove later if needed. Applied a lick of paint to the front to make it look nice.

Result - with the DVI cable in and the USB for the mouse and keyboard; and camera cable in place. After took this pic, put
a shaft under the speaker to stop it dipping the top of my unit. Done!



Now, I can easily swap the keyboard, mouse and monitor between up to three computers by plugging the USB and DVI
connectors into different slots. You can of course make this method work for any amount of computers.




